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Chapter I

Problems

1. Let ABCDE be a regular pentagon with center M. A pont p * M is chosen on the
line segment MD. The circurncircle of ABP intersects the line segment AE in A and e
and the line through P perpendicular to CD inp and R.

Prove thatARandQR are ofthe same length.
StnpuaN WAGNER, AusrnraN NMO, z01Z

2. Let ABC bean acute triangle. Let Hdenote its orthocenter and D, E andF the feet
of its altitudes from A, B and c, respectively. Let the common point of DF and the
altitude through B be P. The line perpendicular to BC through F intersects AB in qt.

'5i:Tfi:, i,?,Ti:'il,1;',Hl'j'#f 
through'4 in r/

KARI, CZAKLER, AUSTRIAN NMo, 201 7

3. the diagonals AC and, BD of the convex quadrilateral ABCD intersect at pont O.
The points Ab Bb cl andDy from the segments Ao, Bo, co and,Do, respectiirely, are
such that AAt : CC1 and BBt : DD1. Let M be the second intersection point of tne
circumcircles of MOB and LCOD; N be the second intersection point of
circumcircles of LA)D and a,Boc; p be the second intersection pointi of the
circumcircles of MloBr and a,ctoDl and e be the second intersecting point of
circumcircles of M1oD1 and LB1oc1. Prove that the points M, N, p and e arc
concyclic.

Ar,prseNnm IvANov, BrncamRN NMO, 201?

4. consider acute scalen e MBC with altitude s cD, AE and BF.The points E, and F,
are symmetric to E and F with respect to A and B, respectively. point C1 on the ray
eD is such that DC r : 3 CD. Prove that <E tC F, : 4ACB.

Srexrsuv CHoneNov, Bulcamen NMO, 20I7,t

5. A square is cut into several rectangles, none of which is a square, so that the sideSr
of each rectangle are parallel to the sides of the square. For each rectangle with sides

a, b, a< 6, compute the ratio 
f, 

.ytou"that sum of these ratios is at least 1. , .l

Snvcaponb SMo,2o1?g

6.ln MBC, AB : AC,D is a point on the side BC and,E is a point on the segment lD. .

Given that <BED : <BAC :2<CBD,prove that BD :ZCD.
Snvoeponn SMO,201Z
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* M ts chosen on the
gmtAE mA ndQ

CIsmreuNMO,2077

il D, E and F the feet
pcfnt of DF and the
P inffisects AB n Q.

IISIIIANNMO,^OLT

thrrsoct at point O.
D,rcqretively, are
ffiin point of the
lrlmtkn point of
din poic of the
h.rnerr'ng point of
l{N, P md Q are

me raXNMO,2017

Ib pdm E' and F'
. ftnd G m the ray

u:r enNMO,2OL7.

rq so rhat the sides
rrcctangle with sides

rl€ast l. i

TIGAFORE SMO, 20L7.'
'

lmthe segmentlD.:l

SGAPORE SMO,2017

7.Let a, b, c be nonzero integers, with 1 as their only positive common divisor, such

tfrut 1 + ] + 1 = O. pirrd the number of such triples (a, b, c) with:A b C r -- \-'' -' -/ "----'

50 > lal> lbl> lcl> 1.

SrucapoRE SMO,201Z

8. In the cyclic quadrilateral ABCD, the sides AB, DC meet at e, the side AD, BC
meet at P, M is midpoint of BD. rf <APQ : 90o, prove that p M is perpendic ular to AB.

SrNoAponn SMO,2OlZ

9. The incircle of MBC touches the sides BC, cA, AB at D, E, F, respectively. A
circle through A and B encloses MBC and intersects the line DE at points p and, e.
Prove that the midpoint oflB lies on the circumcircle of LPeF.

Srxcaponp SMO,201Z

L0. The four digit number ABCD has the property that:
ABCD: A.BCD + ABC . D.

what is the smallest possible value of AB-t 

"o*oow 
Lnssnls, TRELAND sHL, 2017

11. The images of the reflection of the circumcentre of triangle ABC inthe sides of
the triangle are x, Y and Z. Prove that xYZ is congruent to the triangle ABC and
corresponding sides are panllel.

JIM LnAuv, InpIaNo SHL, 2017

12. Given a point P between the legs of an angle with vertex ,4. Show, with proof,
how to construct a line trough P that intersects the legs of the angle at points B and C
so that lPBl: lPCl.

Juu Lresy, Inpr,eNo SHL, 2012

13. Two circles intersect at A and B. A common tangent is drawn to the circles at P
and Q. A circle is drawn through P, Q and A and the line AB meets this circle again at
C. Join CP and CQ and extend both to meet the given circles at F and B, respectively.
P.rove that P, Q, F and E lie on the circumference of a circle.

Jru LnnHv, Innr"eNo SHL, 2012

14. Let o be the circumcenter of an acute triangle ABC and let or and. 02 be
circumcenters of triangles OAB and OAC, respectively. The circumcircles of triangles
OAB and OAC intersect BC at D (* B) and E (+ C), respectively and the perpendicutrar
bisector of BC intersects AC at F (+ A). Show that the circumcenter of the triangle
ADE lies on AC if and only if the point F lies on the line passing Ot and Oz.

. KoREANNMo,2O].7
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15. Let L, Mbe the midpoints of two sides lB, CD of a convex cyclic quadrilateral
ABCD.LetEbe the intersection of its diagonals AC and.BD. suppose the rays AB and
DC intersect at a point F and LM andDE intersect at a point p. Let ebe the foot of
the perpendicular on the line segment EM fromP. Show that if E is the orthocenter of
the triangle FLM,then:

EP2 _t( ao'z BC,)
EO-r\DF- cF )

KonpaNNMO,20lZ

16. Four circles are drawn with the sides of the quadrilateral ABCD as diameters. The
two circles passing through I meet again at A', the two circles through B at 8,, the two
circles through C at C'and the two circles through D at D'. Suppose that the points l',
B', C' and D' are distinct. Prove that the quadrilateral A,B,C,D,is similar to the
quadrilateral ABCD.
(Note: Two quadrilaterals ne similar if their corresponding angles are equal to each
other and their corresponding side lengths are in proportion to each other.)

JIU LnAuy, Innr,axn NMO, Z01Z

17 . A line segment BsB, is divided into r equal parts at points Bt, Bz, ..., Bn-rand I is
a point such that <Bo, B"is a right angle. Prove that:

ilntrl'=tltouol' .

*=o k=o 
Jru LEAtty, InplaNo NMo, 201?

18. Jake has 99 empty bags. An unlimited supply of balls is available, where the
weight or each ball is a non-negative integer power of 3. Jake chooses a finite nurnber
of balls and distributes them into the bags such that each bag contains the same total
weight. If, no matter how the bags have been filled, Jake must have chosen k balls of
the same weight, find the largest possible value of fr.

Manr FI"ANAGAN, Inpr,aNo NMO, 2017

L9.If a, b, c) 0, a * b * c : ab -r be * ca,then:
(l+a)(l+b), (l+bXl+c) , (l+c)(t *o) ., , ^ ,ze+Zi* r1t*1 .-1ffi <t+a+b+c'

Daxrnr, SITAnU, RMM, RouaNra

20.If a, b, c, d> 0, i + b2 + c2 + & :4, then:

\- (2a + b + c)(2b + c + d)(2c + d + a)(2d + a + b)L .ta.

DeNTnI SITARU, RMM, RouaNn
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"herlDNMO,2OL7

fl+c-
Llfr,RillM, RouaNre

l.to. ''

aBU, RMM, RouaNra

2l.lf a, b, c> O,then:

(z o' u'X r /r' ) ( >,+)(>;-)- (r')( r "' {r ix >#)
DaNrnr, SrrARU, RMM, RoNTANIA

22.|f x, y, z > 0, then:

(x + y + z)Z$ + y)' + 2(x + y)(y + z)(z + x), rc
4(x+y+z)' - 2t'

DANIEL SITAnu, RMM, RouaNra

23. Prove thatif x,y,z > 0, then:

f,.'E*'F.'

24.If a,b,c)0, a'+b2 +c'=3,then:

> ('+ 1)(a + 2\(a + z) >- t z .

DlNrnr, SITARU, RMM, RolraNra

25.\f a, b, c, d, e) 0, a r b r c r d t e> 5, then:
r b+c+d+e 10\ _->

"2a+b+c+d+e 3

DAMEL SITARU, RMM, RoueNTe

26.If a, b, c> 0,then:
( f- z\ /' f; ,z\ ( f z\
lal!-o l*lal!-o l*lal" -" l<q
[-t/a b'J [-!c c'J [-!" o')-

DANInI SITARU, RMM, RoueNTa

27 .If x, !, z > 0i x * y * z : I, then:
222/'\* *! *' +zl 2+Y*?l>2.
z x y [z x y)

DANIEL SITARU, RMM, RoMANIA

28. If x, !, z > 0i x * ! * z : l, theni

x' v' z' x v v z z x. -T_T-T-T_T_T-' I.zxyyxzyxz
DaNmI SITARU, RMM, Rouann

13
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29. Son, his Dad and his Grandfather has ran from their home to a shop and back.
Son's velocity was constant, Grandfather's velocity was two times greatei than Son's
while he was running to the shop and three times less when he was running back.
Dad's velocity was two times less than Son's on the way to shop arid 3 times-greater
when he was running back. Who was the first and who was the last to come horne?

UxnarNraN NMO, 2017

30. There are 22 cards, where the numbers l, 2, . .., 22 arc written. using this cards,
one formed 11 fractions. What is the greatest possible number of integir numbers
among the fractions?

31. Given a checked square. One draw a big diagonal
and paint black all the cells such that their centers
belong to this diagonal. After the cells on the upper
side are cut into two pieces and the lower side is cut
into three pieces. It occurred that the areas of these
figures are 70,80, 90 and 100. What is the possible
area ofthe last figure?

BoGDAN RUBLYOV, UrnerNrRN NMo, 2016

32.30 children - boys and girls - formed a circle. It occurred that there is no child
such that both its neighbours are boys. What is the least possible nurnber of girls
there?

UxnarmaN NMO, Z01Z

33. tet ABC be a triangle. Suppose that AD and, BE are its angle bisectors. Prove that
<ACB:60".

DaNr,o KHrLKo, UmarNrAN NMO, 2016

34. Is it possible to cut a regular triangle into:
a) three equal quadrilaterals;
b) three equal pentagons?
Convexes ofquadrilaterals and pentagons is not obliged.

UxnRrNrlN NMO, 2016

35. In the quadrilaterul ABCD, which is depicted at figure below, the following
conditions hold: <ABC: <BCD and,2AB : cD. The pointxis chosen on the side BC,
such that <BAX: <CDA. Prove thatAX: AD.

UKnarNrAN NMO, 2016
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rmanrnvNMO,20L6

inrnUANNMO,2016
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ir^ uAlrNMO,2017

cbfoeCIrs. Prove that

rrrnnnsNMO,2016

rnrrmaNNMO,2OL6
'i:

bdmr, the following
ffficn on the side "BC,

UxnarNrnN NMO, 2016

36. Prove that if a, b, x, !, z e (0, m), then:

yz(a' y + b' z) 
* "x(a' 

z + b' x) xv( o'* + b'v\ ,,

+'-' \' "'' "' t >lab(x+ y+r), .z3
D.M. BarrxETU-GruRGru, NEcur,Ar SrANCru,

RoMANTA, RMM Suuunn EorrroN,2016

37. Prove that if a, b;c > 0; a * b ic : 3, then:

-(t t\ 18ule*a)ra;F."'
DaNrnr, SITARU, RouANtA, RMM Sutvtunn EDITIoN,2016

88. If a, b, c are the length's sides in any triangle, the following relationship doesn't
hold: 

a b c 2(b c a\
i*;*;=r[; *i*; )

RnoweNn El MnllAs, MoRRoco, RMM Sunrvrnn EDITIoN, 2016

39. Prove that if a,b, c e IR; 0 < c < b 1 a, then:

(a + 2b) (a + z c) (b + z c\ 
= 
rn(4#Y) 

= {r, * u) (z a + c) (zu + c) .

Dexror, SrrARU, RonlANrA, RMM Suuunn EDITToN, 2016

40. Prove that if a,b,c e(0,"o); Ji *JU +Ji =3, then:

alb +bJi uJi +"Ji ,Ji +"Ji , -l-' -----:---------- - 
L

o-Jou+b b-Jb"+c c-J**o-u'
DaNrnr, SrrlRU, RoMANTA, RMM Sunnnapn EorrroN, 2016
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41. Prove thatif a, b, c e (0, co), then:

l2t=-1. -='1""[o'*U.u a' + b' +9 abc z-t-

DRNrpr, SrrARU, RoMANTA, RMM Sulnr,rnn EDITroN,2016

42. The points A1 and. C1 are chosen on the sides BC and, AB of the triangle ABC so
that the segments AAr and CC1 arc equal and perpendicular. prove that if <ABC : 45o,
thenAC: AA1' 

ANonrr Gocolnv, ur<narNreNNMo,20Lz

43. A point Mis chosen on a circle with diameter AB. A point Ql is also taken on this
circle such that <MKS < 90o, where K; is the intersection point of Me; and, AB. The
.-ho.d, which is perpendicular to AB and passes through K;, intersect Be; atp;. prove
that the points P; belong to a fixed line, while Qivary.

Icon Nacnl, UxRATNTAN NMO, 2016

44. fet AM be a median in an acute triangle ABC. Its extension intersect the
circumcircle w of ABC at P.LetAHlbe an altitude of MBC,II- its orthocenter. The
ruys MH and PHt intersect w at K and T respectively. Prove that the circumcircle of
LKTHr is tangent to BC.

Knrr,r<o DA\rrLo, UxnarNmN NMO, 2012

45.fet a, b andc be positive real numbers with a * b + c: 1. prove the inequality:

oJzn +t + b",lrc +t + 
"Jio 

+t < 2-(o' +b2 +c2)

Nrror,e Pnrnovrd, SrnsrAN NMO, 2017

46,Letkbethe circumcircle of triangle ABC andletk,be its excircle opposite tol.
The two common tangents of k and ko meet the line DC at points P and Q. Prove that
<PAD: <QAC.

DUSaN Duxri, SnnueN NMO, 2017

47 . tet 'qncn be a cyclic quadrilateral. Let O be the circumcenter of the quadrilateral
ABCD. The diagonals AC and BD intersect at G. Let p, e,, R and ,S be the
circumcenters of triangles AGB, BGC, CGD and DGA respectively. The lines prR and
pS intersect at M. Show that Mis the midpoint of G and O.

Tnarr,nNl NMO,201Z

48.1'et ABC be an acute triangle with height AD and. AD : cD. The median cM
intersects iti/. Prove that ABC is an isosceles triangle if and only if CN:2AM.

Tunu,eNo NMO,201T

49,retABCbe an acute triangle with attitudes AK, BL, cM. prove thatffiangle ADC
is isosceles if and only if AM + BK + CL: AL + DM + CK.

Jeroum STMSA, CzncH & Slovar NMO, 2012
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Jm,ennalq NMO, 2012
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LSBBTANNMO,20IT
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ISBTANNMO,2OIT
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l?ru.awo NMO, 2017
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hen,auo NMO, 2017
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& Sr,ovar NMO,2017

50. tet D be an arbitrary point on the base AB of an isosceles triangle ABC.Let Ebe
such that ADEC is a parallelogram. Point F on the ray opposite to ED satisfies

EF : EB. Prove that the length of a chord cut by line BE in the circumcircle of
triangle ABE is twice the length of AC.

JaN KucHRnIK, PATRIK Bar, CzrcH & Slovar NMO, 2017

51. tet ABC be an acute triangle with altitudes BD, CE. Given that AE ' AD :
: BE . CD,what is the smallest possible measure of <BAC?

Parnrx Blx, CzEcH & Slovex NMO, 20L7

52.|f x,y, z> 0,then:

(,' +z)(t' +z)(z' *z)rrc\fr.yffi" .

Dexrnl SITARU, RMM, RouaNu

53. tet k, lb, h, m* m2, Fn3 be the altitudes, respectively the medians of intouch

triangle in MBC. Prove that:

_4R'z .rt +m?+m?
- 12 m] +ml +m:

Mnuunr SAHIN, RMM, TunxoY

54. Let LDEF, NJbI" be the contact, respectively the excentral triangle of MBC.If
sr=slArn], s, = slnorf, & =s[clr'], so: slonrl, A=sllJJ"l,then:

4Az SLS2&: St, Sor4 = ,S' .

Mnnunr SAHIN, RMM, TumnY

55. Prove that:

(nu')' +(an')' +(FH')2 23r2 .

A

111r-I-

hi' 4' h:
111

-r-l-rt' h;' rt

I7
AgITI,KADM ALTINTAS, RMM, TURKEY



56. tf a, b)0, a2 +b2 =20 then:

( + zan)(z + 3ab)(r + 3ab) < 60 (2 - ob)' .

Dlxrnl SrrARU, RMM, RoueNre

57. If in LABCthe nine-point circre and the circumcenter are tangents, then:

, 86^,
abc <_R" .

3

DeNInl SITARU, RMM, Ronlema

58.If x,y, z> 0,then:

+_<x+y y+z z+x
DeNrnl SITARU, RMM, RonaaNre

59. Let the internal angle bisector of <BAC of MBC meet side BC at D. Letf be the
circle through A tangent to BC at D. Suppose f meets sides ,48 and, AC at E and, F
again, respectively. Lines BF and cE meet f again at F and e, respectively. Let Ap
and AQ intersect side BC at X and I, respectively. prove that:

xy: !ac.
2

Hor'rc KoNG, pnoIMO, 2012, MOCK EXAM

60. find all pairs (.x, y) of integers satist/ing the equation:

*o -(y +2)x3 +(y -I)x'z +(t' +2)x+ y =2.
NGUvENVTET HuNG, RMM, WrNrpn EDrrroN, 2016

61. Find the numbers a, b, c e N*, knowing that:

+.N, b*l eN and "*1.N.bca
Guponcup ALExE, Gnoncn-FloRrN $ERBAN, RMM, wwrnn EDrrIoN, 2012

62. Let ABCD be a ftapeze, where AB ll CD; AB : a; CD : b; AD : c; BC : d;
a> d.Provethat:

*eaf.l,ncnl.W
DaNruI SITARU, RMM WTNTun EDITIoN, 2016
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renu, nUU, RoMANIA

ngents, then:

raau, RMM, RouaNra

LIBI,RMM, RoMANIA

: BC fi. D-I-etI be the

t ddACatEandF
), respectively. Let AP

).2OI7. MOCK EXAM

L
fr\Tm EDr[oN, 2016

rhTEE EDITIoN, 2017

hAD:c;BC=d'

63. Let ABC an acute-angled triangle with incentre I. Draw a line to BI at I and let it
intersect BC and BA at D and E, respectively. Let P and Q be, respectively, the
incentres of the triangles BIA and B1C. Suppose the four points D, E, P, Q are
concyclic. Prove that:

BA: BC,
INDTA, TST,2017

64. In the given figure, ABCD is a square paper. It is folded along EF such that I
goes to apoint A' * C, B on the side DC and D goes to D'. The line A'D'cuts CD in G.
Show that the inradius of the triangle GCA' is the sum of the inradii of the triangles
GD'F aridA'BE.

A--B EU
INDIAN NMO, 2017

65. tet ABCDE be a convex pentagon in which <A : <B : 4C : A : I20" and

whose side lengths are 5 consecutive integers in some order. Find all possible values
ofAB+BC+CD.

INnmNNMO,20L7

66. Let ABC be a triangle with <A = 90" and AB < AC. Let AD be the altitude from A

onto -BC. Let P, Q andl denote, respectively, the incenhes of triangles ABD, ACD and
ABC.Provethat:

,,41is perpendicular to PQ andAI: PQ.
INoraN NMO, 2017

67. Given a, b, c> 0 and a2 +b2 + c' =6, prove:

abc--+ - +:+ a+b+c> 6.
bca

NCwpN PHUC TEIIC, RMM SPNTNC EDITION, 2017

68. Let D be the midpoint of side BC of a triangle ABC. Points E and F are taken on
the respective sides AC andAB, such that DE: DF and<EDF: {BAC. Prove that:

lB+ACotrT
DUSeN DurcC, SonSIAN TST, 2017

C

at

D

fL\rER EDrrroN, 201,6
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